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C&K Association
The Crèche & Kindergarten Association Limited (C&K) is regarded as one of
Australia’s leading providers of childcare and kindergarten services. C&K have
close to 400 services and are proud to have educated more than one million
Queensland children.
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Provide results

Due to an existing provider migrating their
services to a new data centre, C&K was faced
with the choice to either remain with the current
provider or transition onto iseek’s Enterprise
Cloud platform.

The project involved accumulating several
aspects of cloud, DRaaS (Disaster Recovery
as a Service), networking and data centre
services. This enabled a tailored, private cloud
environment for C&K on iseek’s Enterprise Cloud
platform. Connectivity to this private cloud
environment was achieved via iseek’s supplied
and managed services.

The migration activity was both efficient and
smooth with all components successfully
migrated within the relocation window. The
solution resulted in C&K recognising the benefits
of iseek’s private Enterprise Cloud, as well as
enabling the ability to leverage iseek’s wider
services.

After a tough selection process, C&K chose to
migrate to iseek’s Enterprise Cloud.
This decision was based on the following
reasons:
• Reduction in costs.
• Ability to deliver tailored solutions.
• Confidence in iseek’s services.
• Compliance in government regulations.
• Locally delivered and supported services,
24/7/365.
• Data sovereignty.
• Brisbane based ISO27001 certified data
centres.
• Professional migration strategy.
• Ability to work as an agile team.
• Minimal customer migration downtime.

The migration from their current service provider
to iseek’s Enterprise Cloud environment was
a collaborative effort between both C&K and
iseek’s technical teams. iseek’s Cloud team
lead the project management, design, build and
migration, while C&K’s team ensured technical
signoff for their business applications.
The solution resulted in a private cloud
environment for C&K, leveraging a mixture of
iseek’s Cloud IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service),
storage, backup and networking services — all
delivered from iseek’s Eagle Farm data centre.

The final outcome delivered C&K with a fully
managed Enterprise Cloud, designed and
maintained by iseek’s engineering teams.
The overall solution is supported by iseek’s
Cloud Portal. The solution provides a fully
featured customer interface providing visibility
and management of iseek’s Enterprise Cloud,
Data Centres and Networking Services.

“

iseek are great to
work with and we do
appreciate the support
we have received from

”

the whole iseek team in
relation to this move.
Helly Trajkov
ICT Manager
C&K Association Limited
www.candk.asn.au
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